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ABSTRACT
Inlet an outlet boundary conditions are essential elements of

any CFD predictions and this is even more so for turbomachinery
Large Eddy Simulations, either applied to academic or industrial
configurations. For compressible solvers, non-reflecting, char-
acteristic inlet boundary condition imposing total pressure, total
temperature and flow direction is usually needed, while an out-
let relaxation methodology that automatically adapts the outlet
static pressure as a function of the desired mass-flow rate rate
is used for turbomachinery flow predictions. Establishing such
a framework is clearly desirable especially for industrial use of
LES. Development and validations remain necessary in such a
fully unsteady context as detailled hereafter.

INTRODUCTION
Available computational ressources have enabled since

a few decades a growing litterature in the field of unsteady
numerical simulations for complex geometries. With this
gain of ressources, Large-Eddy Simulation (LES) is becom-
ing a performant tool to predict losses (Scillitoe et al., [1],
Legget et al. [2]), acoustic (Pogorelov et al. [3], Tyacke et
al. [4], Salas and Moreau [5]), or wall heat transfer (Collado
Morata [6]), that are key topics on which industrials need to
focus on to increase efficiency and reduce the emitted noise

of next generation of engines. Some comprehensive reviews
of LES for turbomachinery may be found in Dufour et al. [7],
Gourdain et al. [8], Tucker et al. [9–11]. When considering
Large Eddy Simulation and Direct Numerical Simulation
(DNS) in a compressor or turbine stage, several points are to
be cautiously addressed: among others, mesh and numerical
scheme need to be accurate enough to ensure proper initiation
and advection of turbulent structure with as little dissipation
and dispersion as possible. Wall-treatment must also be taken
into account depending on the final application. Depending
on the available computational ressource, wall-resolved LES
may help transition of the boundary layer or wall heat transfer
prediction in academic cases (Segui et al. [12], Sayadi and
Moin [13]), but remains too expensive for real configurations
where hybrid methodologies are to be considered. In this case,
many hybrid RANS-LES methodologies have been proposed:
Detached-Eddy Simulations (Spalart et al. [14]), Zonal DES
(Deck [15]) or Zonal LES (Boudet et al. [16]), Wall-modeled
LES (Bose and Park [17]). To finish, a last crucial point that is
often disregarded in favour to the previous points is to impose
acoustically non-reflecting inlet and outlet boundary conditions
as well as turbulence injection. A usual way to prescribe the
inlet boundary condition for turbomachinery applications is the
imposition of a total pressure, total temperature, and flow angle.
However, imposing such a piece of information while remaining
acoustically non reflecting is rarely detailed. Likewise, the outlet



boundary condition usually specifies a static pressure, that must
comply with the establishement of a radial equilibrium. Finally,
this outlet static pressure must be enforced so that the desired
mass-flow rate is established within the turbomachinery, given
the inlet total pressure and temperature. Determining this outlet
static pressure is not an easy task since it is rarely known in
advance, and depends on the general work and losses occuring
in the considered configuration. Current academic use of LES
usually involves iterative procedures to specify these parameters,
but with the growing use of unsteady simulations expected in an
industrial context (Larsson and Wang [18], Gourdain et al. [8]),
such a strategy will no more be acceptable.

This specific issue of inlet and outlet boundary condition
specification for LES of turbomachinery configurations in an in-
dustrial context is addressed in this paper. After a description of
the numerical methodology in the second section, the character-
istic formulation required for an inlet turbomachinery condition
is presented in the third section, based on Odier et al. [19]. Fi-
nally, a relaxation methodology to automatically prescribe the
outlet static pressure is proposed in the fourth section, prior to a
set of validation test-cases.

NUMERICAL SOLVER

The present study is performed using an unsteady compress-
ible unstructured and massively parallel solver, AVBP, detailed in
Schønfeld et al. [20] and Gourdain et al. [21]. This solver, ini-
tially devoted to combustion applications, relies on an explicit
Lax-Wendroff [22] 2nd order accurate in space and time numeri-
cal scheme, or a TTG4A 3rd order in space, 4th-order in time nu-
merical scheme (Colin and Rudgyard, [23]). To deal with rotor-
stator interface in this unsteady context, the MISCOG (Multi In-
stance Solver Coupled through Overlapping Grids) methodology
is considered. This methodology, detailed in Wang et al. [24],
consists in coupling two LES computations – one for the static
domain, the other for the rotating part –, through the use of an
overset grid method. This methodology has proven its ability to
ensure a 3rd-order in space numerical scheme trough the inter-
face (De Laborderie et al. [25]), and has been applied to various
turbomachinery configurations: multistage or centrifugal com-
pressor (De Laborderie et al. [26], Dombard et al. [27], Wang
et al. [28]), fans (Leonard et al. [29], Odier et al. [30], Perez-
Arroyo et al. [31]), combustor-turbine configuration (Duchaine
et al. [32], turbine stage (Papadogiannis et al. [33]), Wang et
al. [34]).

INLET CONDITION: Pt , Tt AND FLOW DIRECTION PRE-
SCRIPTION
Formulation

As recalled in the introduction, a methodology able to pre-
scribe the inlet target values without acoustic reflection must be
considered for an unsteady compressible turbomachinery simu-
lation. The characteristic methodology first described by Thomp-
son [35] for Euler equations and then extended to Navier-Stokes
equations by Poinsot and Lele [36] is followed here to address
this issue. In this case, the methodology consists in rewriting the
Navier-Stokes primitives variables in term of 1D characteristics
waves, following Eqs. (1):
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where n stands for the normal direction to the boundary surface.
For a subsonic inlet, L+ Lt1 , Lt2 and LS are respectively the
ingoing acoustic wave, the two shear waves, and the entropic
wave that have to be determined, while L−, the outgoing acous-
tic wave, is known from the computational domain. Poinsot
and Lele [36] proposed to consider a locally one-dimensional
inviscid flow (LODI) to determine the unknown wave ampli-
tudes depending on the desired condition. In this original work,
the wave amplitudes are related to account for the imposition of
a velocity magnitude, its direction, static pressure and species
composition at the inlet. However, wave relations to impose to-

tal pressure Pt = Ps

(
1+ γ−1

2 M2
)( γ

γ−1

)
, total temperature Tt =

Ts

(
1+ γ−1

2 M2
)

, flow direction, and species composition are not
provided. Odier et al. [19] have recently proposed relations ded-
icated to impose Pt , Tt and flow direction. Among the differ-
ent possible relations, the non-reflecting ”Pt-Tt-NSCBC-NR”
boundary condition is of specific interest for turbomachinery ap-
plications. For this condition, derived for a constant adiabatic
coefficient γ , the waves are expressed as

Lt1 =−
∂ut1
∂ t

(2)

Lt2 =−
∂ut2
∂ t

(3)
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The inlet flow direction is then enforced through the pre-
scription of sin(φ) and sin(θ) where φ and θ are the flow angles
depicted in Fig. 1. This choice also enforces the two shear waves
accordingly since,

∂ut1
∂ t

=
∂

∂ t

(
‖→U ‖× (sin(θ))

)
=−Lt1 (12)

∂ut2
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in which ‖→U ‖=
√

un2 +ut1
2 +ut2

2. Note that this velocity mag-
nitude is not imposed by the methodology, only the angular com-
ponents θ and φ are prescribed.

FIGURE 1: VELOCITY VECTOR
→
U , AND CORRESPOND-

ING ANGLES θ AND φ .

A known issue of the LODI non-reflecting boundary con-
dition is its property to ”drift” from the target value of interest
mainly because of the underlined hypotheses. To address this
issue, Rudy and Strikwerda [37] introduced a linear relaxation
method writing any quantity of interest temporal derivative ∂X

∂ t dt
under the form:

∂X
∂ t

dt =−σX
(
Xpredicted−Xtarget

)
(14)

where σX is a relaxation coefficient and comes as a comple-
ment to previous relations. In this present study, the relaxation
coefficients for every X variables are chosen to be equals, so
σX = σPt = σTt = σut1

= σut2
.

Convergence towards desired values
The convergence of the average quantities of interest to-

wards the prescribed value at an inlet boundary condition is stud-
ied in this subsection for an academic test case, to illustrate the
effect of the relaxation coefficient. The considered test-case is
depicted in Fig. 2, and consists of an inlet boundary condition
where total pressure and temperature are imposed, as well as a
normal direction to the boundary surface. The outlet character-
istic condition imposes a static pressure, and periodic conditions



P, =98803 Pa 

1; =281 K 
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FIGURE 2: TEST CASE UNDER STUDY 

on the top and bottom are applied The outlet static pressure is 
chosen so that the resulting Mach number yields a compressible 
flow. For r = 1.4 and Ps = 71000 Pa, the resulting Mach number 
is given by Eq. (15): 

-2 ((P,)°7 
-1) =0.7036

y-I Ps 

(15) 

An arbitrary initial solution is chosen, consisting of a uni
form static pressure Ps = 98803 Pa, a unifonn static temperature 
Ts = 281 K, and a unifonn velocity field U = 10 m/s. 
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FIGURE 3: EVOLUTION OF THE INLET TOTAL PRESSURE 
P, FOR DIFFERENT VALUES OF RELAXATION COEFFI
CIENTS ax

At the inflow, the temporal evolutions of P,, T, and of the 
Mach number M for different relaxation coefficients ax are re
ported in Figs. 3 to 5 respectively. These results prove the 
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convergence towards the prescribed values, as soon as the re
laxation coefficients are not zero. lncreasing the relaxation co
efficients increases the convergence speed, but is also likely to 
increase the resulting acoustic reflectivity. Odier et al. [19] how
ever showed that reflection remains small for the considered con
figuration. Enforcement of large relaxation coefficients is rec
ommended only for the flow establishement These ax values 
should then be reduced as much as possible as soon as the flow is 
established to ensure fully non-reflective inflow. The important 
message from these tests is that the unphysical establishement of 
the flow is a strong function of the inflow and initial guess which 
need to be carefully addressed for efficient CPU use of such sim
ulations. 



Turbulence injection
A brief insight of the coupling with turbulence injection is

given in the present subsection. The proposed boundary condi-
tion may be coupled with a synthetic turbulence injection rely-
ing on random flow generation based on the methodologies pro-
posed by Kraichan [38] then extended by Smirnov et al. [39] for
non-homogeneous anisotropic fluctuations generation. The gen-
eral idea consists in generating a fluctuating velocity field from
a sample of random Fourier harmonics, thus considering the tur-
bulent flow as a sum of N periodic Gaussian vortices, so shaped
that a Passot-Pouquet [40] energy spectrum is reached in the limit
N → ∞. The three resulting unsteady velocity components (u′1,
u′2, u′3) are added to the inlet acoustic waves given in Eqs. (2),
(3) and (5) governing the mean flow, so that:

L+turb = L+ +
∂u′1
∂ t

(16)

Lt1turb = Lt1 +
∂u′2
∂ t

(17)

Lt2turb = Lt2 +
∂u′3
∂ t

(18)

This methodology follows the VFCBC formalism proposed
by Guézennec and Poinsot [41] for a boundary imposing the ve-
locity and the static temperature. The resulting turbulent charac-
teristics, as well as the acoustic properties with such a turbulence
injection are given in Odier et al. [19].

OUTLET BOUNDARY CONDITION: Ps RELAXATION TO-
WARD A DESIRED MASS-FLOW RATE

At a subsonic outlet boundary condition, the only wave to
be prescribed is the entering acoustic one L−, since all other
waves are known and come from the computational domain. A
characteristic formulation imposing a static pressure is detailed
in Poinsot and Lele [36], and reads:

L− =
∂P
∂ t

(19)

This formulation has been later improved by Lodato et
al. [42] and Granet et al. [43] to account for transverse terms, to
ensure vortice convection through the outlet boundary. Finally,

Koupper et al. [44] have shown that this characteristic formalism
is compatible with turbomachinery applications since the radial
equilibrium is naturally satisfied.

In practical LES since a total pressure and temperature are
specified at the inlet, the static pressure value at the outlet must be
prescribed until the desired mass-flow rate is reached within the
turbomachinery. Unfortunately, this pressure value is not known
a-priori and depends on the overall pressure losses of the configu-
ration, on the work given or received by the flow, and must be de-
termined manually by the user in agreement with the outlet infor-
mation. A growing use of LES in an industrial context might be
expected in the next decade, to complement RANS predictions
or 0D analytical models. This manual determination of the out-
let static pressure is thus not satisfying in such a context, where
several points of a characteristic line are to be simulated. First
examples of characteristic line predictions in a complex indus-
trial configuration using LES may be found in De Laborderie et
al. [45] and Dombard et al. [27]. A dedicated relaxation method-
ology that allows an outlet static pressure adaptation is proposed
in this section, as well as a best-practise guideline for its use.

Formulation
The proposed formulation consists in modifying the im-

posed outlet static pressure every Tupdate periods of time, de-
pending on the average mass-flow rate evaluated during this time
interval. This relaxation methodology can be expressed by:

Pscorrected = P̄s +K(Q̄−Qre f ) (20)

where Pscorrected is the static pressure to be imposed at the out-
let condition, P̄s is the time-averaged static outlet pressure ob-
tained by averaging the simulation over the duration Tupdate, K is
a relaxation coefficient expressed in m−1s−1, while Q̄ is the time-
averaged mass-flow rate through the outlet condition provided by
the simulation during Tupdate. To finish, Qre f is the target mass-
flow rate specified for this specific condition as defined by 0D
evaluation for example.

Subsonic turbine-blade channel
The proposed methodology is tested on a linear cooled tur-

bine cascade depicted in Fig. 6, part of the wind tunnel for lin-
ear cascade facility at DLR Göttingen (Aillaud et al. [46], Re-
hder [47, 48]). The mesh consists in 7 millions cells. The inlet
condition is treated using the above characteristic formulation
with imposed target values Pt = 98000 Pa, Tt = 293 K and a flow
direction to ensure a zero blade angle of attack. An arbitrary ini-
tial uniform solution is considered to start the simulation, with
Ps = 91140 Pa, Ts = 287 K in the whole domain, as well as a



zero velocity field. Since the experimental velocity fluctuation is 
lower that 1 % (Redher (48]), no inlet turbulence is added. 

P, = 98000Pa 

7;=293K 

Oow direction 

Q,,,= 
0.1 kg/S 

FIGURE 6: TURBINE BLADE CONFIGURATION. 

A subsonic case is targeted in this subsection, with a de
sired mass-flow rate of Q,ef = 0.1 kg/s. The outlet pressure is 
updated every Ti,pda1e = 25.0 * 10-5 s which corresponds to 0.5 
flow through blade passage about, and the relaxation coefficient 
is chosen to K = 2.0 * 105 (m.s)- 1

• The value of Kwas obtained 
after several tests, to find an appropriate value allowing both suff
isant outlet pressure amplitude variations, without too large am
plitude that would lead to instabilities. Note that the finding of an 
appropriate K value is the critical part of the proposed methodol
ogy. 
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The outlet static pressure evolution and the mass-flow rate 
through the outlet boundary temporal evolutions are shown in 
Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 respectively. Both the actual average pressure 
on the outlet boundary surface (Ps in Eq.(20)) and the prescribed 
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FIGURE 8: SUBSONIC TURBINE BLADE: OUTLET MASS
FLOW EVOLUTION. 

pressure (Psccrrec,,d in Eq.(20)) are plotted in Fig. 7, showing that 
the actual mean pressure quickly follows the prescription and 
that these two pressures evolve towards Ps = 88900 Pa while the 
mass-flow rate converges toward Q = Q,ef• At time t = 0.0155 s,

the relaxation methodology is no longer considered and a fixed 
static pressure Ps = 88900 Pa is imposed at the outlet, in order 
to ensure that the desired mass-flow rate Q,ef bas actually been 
reached without forcing the flow into an unphysical solution. The 
total computational cost is 5800 hCPU using 240 MPI processes. 

FIGURE 9: SUBSONIC TURBINE BLADE: FINAL STATE. 

Following this change of outlet conditions no change is ob
served, and the final state resulting from it is shown in Fig. 9, 
depicting a subsonic flow within the inner stator vane channel as 
targeted. 



Turbine blade with choked channel 

The maximum mass-flow rate Q,ef = 0.16 kg/s witbin tbe 
vane is targeted in this subsection to evaluate the proposed 
methodology in the case of supersonic configuration. The same 
inlet boundary conditions and initial field as previously described 
are considered here, the outlet static pressure is updated ev
ery Tupdaze = 12.5 * 10-5 s while K = 2.0 * lü5 (m.s)-1• The
mass-flow rate temporal evolution of tbis specific simulation is 
reported in Fig. 10, showing that the target value is actually 
reached at t = 0.06 s about. However, turning our attention to 
the outlet static pressure evolution in Fig. 11, it can be shown 
that a plateau is still not reached at that time. Following instant 
t = 0.0077 s, several tests are performed modifying T,,pdare and K 
to evaluate their impact on the final state, and show that several 
final states are likely to occur depending on these parameters. 
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FIGURE 11: CHOIŒD TURBINE BLADE PASSAGE: OUT
LET PRESSURE EVOLUTION. DASHED LINES: PRE
SCRIPTION, FULL LINES: ACTUAL PRESSURR 

For comparison, the instantaneous Mach number at t = 
0.0077 s is shown in Fig.12, where a contour of M = 1 is drawn 
in black. The inner vane is seen to be adapted as expected, induc
ing a mass-flow rate independent of the outlet specified pressure. 
As expected for supersonic outlet conditions, tbe proposed relax
ation method becomes inappropriate and the outlet static pressure 
must be known in advance. 

FIGURE 12: CHOIŒD TURBINE BLADE PASSAGE: IN
STANTANEOUS SOLUTION AT t = 0.0077 s. 

Rotor-stator configuration 
The proposed overall methodology is finally tested on a 3D 

rotor-stator configuration representative of an actual industrial 
problem where the inlet conditions, tbe rotational speed and the 
mass-flow rate are known, while the outlet pressure is unknown. 
The transient from initial state where NJan = 0 rpm to the oper
ating point where NJan = 11614 rpm is considered in tbis sub
section, which is a delicate part of the simulation, especially for 
compressors where a small modification of tbe outlet pressure 
may significantly modify the operating point. The configuration 
under study is the fan belonging to the DGEN-380 designed by 
Price Induction, that is a small turbofan of a small private jet 
engine. The fan bas a bypass ratio of 6, is composed of 14 ro
tor blades and 40 stator vanes, and has a diameter of 352 mm. 
More details about the geometry and the operating points may be 
found in Garcfa Rosa et al. [49]. To alleviate tbe computational 
cost, the numerical domain has been modified to simulate 42 sta
tor vanes, thus ensuring a 360/14° periodicity. The stator chord 
has been scaled to preserve tbe original solidity (Rai and Mada
van [50)). The mesh considered in this study is a coarse mesh 
consisting of 50 millions cells. Wall-laws are used to mode! the 
boundary layers. More details about the numerical predictions of 
the average flow and turbulence characteristics on this configu-



ration using the MISCOG methodology may be found in Odier 
et al. [30, 5 l]. At the inlet, the proposed characteristic formula
tion is used imposing P, = 98803 Pa, I; = 28 l K, and a normal 
flow direction, white Q,ef = 0.8428 kg/s is targeted at the out
let Note that for the entire engine, the total mass-flow rate is 
Q = 14 * 0.8428 = 11.8 kg/s. At the inlet, the experimental tur
bulence intensity is less than 1 %. For this reason, no turbulence 
is injected in the simulation. The configuration under study is 
presented in Fig. 13, together with the inlet and outlet boundary 
condition locations. 

lnler: 

P, =98803 Pa
1î = 281 K

Rotating 
domain 

ûuLlet: 

MassFlow = 
08428 kg/s 

FIGURE 13: ROTOR-STATOR CONFIGURATION: DGEN-
380. INLET AND OUTLET BOUNDARY CONDIDONS,
AND RESPECTIVE PRESCRIPTIONS.

The outlet relaxation methodology is not considered to start 
the engine and a fixed static pressure of Ps = 100000 Pa is 
arbitrarily imposed at the outlet for the first rotation. Tests 
have shown that starting the simulation from NJan = 0 rpm to 
N1Qfl = 11614 rpm with the proposed relaxation methodology is 
not adequate, since significant transients occur and a shock is 
likely to occur in the stator vane resutlting in an inappropriate 
functionning of the proposition as discussed previously. The pro
posed relaxation methodology is only considered after an entire 
rotation, when the flow is established to some arbitrary work
ing point. Note that another methodology may be to initialize 
the simulation with a first RANS solution. Following this ini
tial state, the temporal evolution of the outlet pressure and mass
flow rate through the outlet boundary are respectively depicted in 
Figs. 14 and 15, together with the relaxation coefficient K used 
along the simulation. 

Large relaxation coefficients are first considered to rapidly 
modify the working point and reduce CPU cost. This results in a 
rapid mass-flow rate convergence to the target value, as shown in 
Fig. 15 between rotation n° l and rotation°2. However, it should 
be noted that the mass-flow rate evolution should not be the only 
convergence indicator, and that paying attention to the outlet 
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FIGURE 14: ROTOR-STATOR CONFIGURATION: OUTLET 
STATIC PRESSURE EVOLUTION 
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FIGURE 15: ROTOR-STATOR CONFIGURATION: OUTLET 
MASS-FLOW EVOLUTION 

static pressure is mandatory to ensure global convergence. Once 
the outlet mass-flow rate has reached a value close to the target, 
the relaxation coefficient K may be progressively decreased If K
is not decreased, the prescribed outlet pressure is likely to experi
ence oscillations, and a reduce in K allows a smooth convergence 
to the target At rotation n°4, Fig. 14 shows that the outlet static 
pressure bas nearly reached a converged value, and a constant 
static pressure Ps = 98000 Pa is finally imposed. As shown in 
Fig. 15, this pressure allows the establishement of the mass-flow 
rate reaching the final target state. The total computational cost 
for these 4.5 rotations is 14000 hCPU using 360 MPI processes. 

5 



CONCLUSION
Inlet and outlet boundary conditions for compressible and

unsteady turbomachinery simulations have been addressed in this
paper for its use in an industrial context. A characteristic formu-
lation to impose inlet total pressure, total temperature and flow
direction is first presented. A relaxation methodology to auto-
matically adjust the outlet static pressure is then presented and
evalutated on a turbine blade configuration. A full rotor-stator
configuration is finally studied, taking into account the initialisa-
tion phase. A best-practise guideline is proposed to users in order
to deal with the relaxation coefficients both for the inlet and the
outlet boundary conditions.
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